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Abstract—Compute clusters, consisting of many, uniformly
built nodes, are used to run a large spectrum of different
workloads, like tightly coupled (MPI) jobs, MapReduce, or
graph-processing data-analytics applications, each of which with
their own resource requirements. Many studies consistently
highlight two types of under-utilized cluster resources: memory
(up to 50%) and network. In this work, we take a step towards
(software) resource disaggregation, and therefore increased re-
source utilization, by designing a memory scavenging technique
that makes unused memory available to applications on other
cluster nodes. We implement this technique in MemFSS, an in-
memory distributed file system. The scavenging MemFSS extends
its storage space by taking advantage of the unused memory
and bandwidth of cluster nodes already running other tenants’
applications. Our experiments show that our memory scavenging
approach incurs negligible overhead (below 10%) for most
tenant applications, while the compute resource comsumption
of MemFSS applications is largely reduced (by 17%-74%).

I. INTRODUCTION

For decades (commodity) clusters have provided the com-
puting infrastructure needed by a large variety of applications
and processing frameworks. Such computations range from
tightly coupled high-performance computing simulations to
data-driven analytics tasks. Therefore, clusters have evolved
to support a multitude of applications with different charac-
teristics: several computing platforms rely on high-bandwidth,
low-latency network interconnects, while others rely on large
and efficient storage solutions. The common feature of typical
cluster applications is that they are optimized to maximize the
usage of processing units (CPUs).

Hence, the most utilized resource in clusters is the CPU.
However, there are two other resources that are heavily under-
utilized in clusters: memory and network (bandwidth). While
in the network case this situation was only recently introduced
by the steady increase in network performance, memory under-
utilization has been reported since the early 2000s [1], [2] and
it is still the case [3], [4], as memory sizes per machine have
largely increased.

Our previous work [5], [6] takes advantage of memory and
fast networks (InfiniBand, 10G Ethernet) to accelerate the I/O
of scientific workflows by means of an in-memory distributed
file system. Such applications are composed of many (typically
short) tasks that communicate by means of files, generating
large amounts of intermediate data (hundreds of GBs to
TBs) at runtime. As the availble memory per node is much
smaller than the required disk space, an application would

typically require a larger number of nodes to accommodate
its data footprint (the maximum span of intermediate data).
At the same time, many scientific workflows suffer from poor
computational scalability due to their inherent structure: large
parallel stages of tasks are followed by long-running data-
aggregation or partitioning stages. Therefore, during those
stages which exhibit less achievable parallelism, (most of) the
CPUs of the reserved cluster nodes are under-utilized.

We observe two complementary resource utilization pat-
terns. First, typical cluster applications exhibit a high CPU
utilization while leaving large amounts of memory and net-
work under-utilized. Second, our in-memory distributed file
system highly utilizes memory and network, but due to the
workflow structure, the CPUs are under-utilized. Therefore,
we present a resource disaggregation scheme to improve the
cluster-wide resource utilization of scientific workflows.

We implement this disaggregation scheme in MemFSS,
building on our previous work, MemFS [5] and MemEFS [6].
Compared to a static reservation size required by an appli-
cation’s data footprint, MemFSS uses a smaller set of own
nodes to run computations and to store data. In addition,
MemFSS extends its storage space by scavenging for unused
memory in victim cluster reservations of other tenants. The key
mechanism enabling this change is the new hashing scheme
used in MemFSS, adapted to variable storage amounts per
node, whereas Mem(E)FS employed a uniform distribution.

Our contributions are:

• We present a memory scavenging design for an in-
memory distributed file system.

• We show that the memory scavenging approach is feasible
and it incurs modest slowdowns in state-of-the-art high-
performance computing or big-data benchmarks used as
tenant-applications.

• We show that the memory scavenging approach largely
reduces the compute resource consumption of typical
scientific workflow applications.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces
an in-depth motivation and background knowledge for our
memory scavenging approach. Section III explores the design
space for MemFSS, while Section IV presents the in-depth
evaluation of our resource disaggregation scheme. In Section V
we discuss previous research related to our work. Section VI
concludes the paper.



II. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

In this section we present the motivation and background
on our work. We show that resource under-utilization is
characteristic not only to running scientific workflows on
clusters, but also generally, clusters and data centers are largely
under-utilized in two key resources: memory and network
bandwidth. Our previous work, MemFS [5], heavily relied on
memory and network to improve I/O for scientific workflows.
In this work, we show that a memory disaggregation approach
for running workflows on MemFSS greatly improves cluster
resource utilization by taking advantage of unutilized memory
and network from reservations of other tenants.

A. The Achieved Parallelism of Scientific Workflows

Scientific workflows are applications composed of many
tasks linked through data dependencies. Such applications
are typically described by directed acyclic graphs (DAGs).
Scheduling application DAGs is difficult since not only
system-level knowledge needs to be taken into account, but
also application-specific knowledge: not all tasks are ready to
be scheduled at once as they need their data dependencies to
be resolved.

Tasks are generally organized in different task types
(stages), and the number of tasks per stage is highly variable.
There are stages composed of one to tens of tasks, while,
in contrast, there are highly parallel stages composed of
thousands to tens or hundreds of thousand tasks. Therefore,
the level of potential parallelism when running such workloads
is highly variable, limiting the scalability of the application.

Recent in-depth analyses [7], [8] on real-world scientific
workflows confirm this behavior and add valuable insight into
the ranges of task running times. The stages that exhibit less
parallelism are generally composed of longer running tasks
compared to the massively parallel stages. Such tasks generally
perform data aggregation (analyzing or collecting data from
previous stages) or partitioning (producing data for subsequent
tasks). This is the case for Montage [9], CyberShake [10],
LIGO [11], SIPHT [12], Epigenomics [13], and SoyKB [14]
workflows.

In conclusion, executing real-world workflows largely limits
scalability. This is not only due to the inherent shape of the
application DAG, but also due to the large variability of task
runtimes between various stages. Therefore, executing such
applications on compute clusters severly under-utilizes the
reserved resources.

B. Cluster Resource Utilization

We gathered several studies that present in-depth analyses
on cluster, data center or computing framework resource
utilization. Our main findings are summarised in Table I. We
start by presenting the findings on memory utilization, and
then end with the network utilization.

1) Memory Utilization: A trace-based analysis [3] of a
large size Google cluster reports that memory utilization is
approximately 50%, while CPU usage 60%. In a MapReduce
Facebook cluster, memory was also often underutilized: the

TABLE I
CPU, MEMORY AND NETWORK UTILIZATION SUMMARY OF VARIOUS

SURVEYS.

Study CPU Memory Network
Google Traces 60% 50% N/A
Facebook N/A 19% (median) N/A
Taobao ≤ 70% ∈ (20%, 40%) 10-20MB/s
Mesos ≤ 80% ≤ 40% N/A
Graph Processing
Platforms ≤ 10% ≤ 50% (mean) ≤ 128Mbit/s

Commercial Cloud
Datacenters N/A N/A ≤ 20% bisection

bandwidth used

median and 95th percentile memory utilizations are 19%
and 42%, respectively [15]. The same behaviour is noticed
in another Hadoop cluster (Taobao) [16]: average memory
usage is between 20%-40%, while CPU usage is up to 70%.
Here, the authors notice a strong correlation between the
usage patterns: a burst in CPU utilization triggers a burst
in memory usage. An extensive study on graph processing
platforms [17] shows that all frameworks utilize less than
50% of the memory. Mesos [4], a platform for sharing cluster
resources between multiple computing frameworks, is able to
increase memory utilization from 20% to 40%, leaving large
amounts of memory unutilized.

2) Network Utilization: Regarding network bandwidth uti-
lization, a study [18] that monitored multiple public and
private data centers reports that at most 20% of the bisection
bandwidth is utilized. In educational and private data centers
at least 50% of the traffic is extra-rack, while in commercial
and cloud data centers, at least 75% of the traffic is intra-
rack. In such data centers, rack-local traffic is higher due to
the nature of the applications: MapReduce-like frameworks are
optimized for data-locality.

Other studies also stress that bandwidth utilization is low
in MapReduce-like frameworks. In the Taobao Hadoop clus-
ter [16], the bandwidth utilized is between 10-20 MB/s.
In [19], a comparative study of join algorithms for Hadoop,
the achieved bandwidth is at most 50 MB/s. Furthermore,
an extensive performance analysis [20] study of Hadoop and
Spark states that network is never a bottleneck for such data
processing platforms. A similar behavior is noticed in graph
processing frameworks, where bandwidth utilization is not
higher than 128 Mbit/s [17].

C. MemFS

Previously, we introduced MemFS [5], an in-memory run-
time distributed file system that highly improves the I/O per-
formance of scientific workflows. MemFS stores data in main
memory and is able to saturate premium network (InfiniBand,
10G Ethernet) bandwidth. Using a consistent hashing [21]
scheme, MemFS spreads data evenly across cluster reservation
nodes. Hence, MemFS achieves balanced storage and network
traffic.

As memory-to-disk ratio is still low in current clusters,
a large number of nodes needs to be deployed such that
intermediate data fits in memory. Since scientific workflows



often have inherently poorly scalable stages, the reserved CPU
cycles will largely be wasted, meaning an even lower resource
utilization.

However, as cluster memory and network are also heavily
under-utilized, we designed a software memory disaggregation
scheme in which we allocate a small number of nodes to our
system and extend its storage space by scavenging for memory
in other tenants’ allocations. Thus, the total cluster resource
utilization increases.

III. MEMFSS DESIGN

In this section we describe our design decisions when
building a memory-scavenging distributed file system.
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Fig. 1. Scavenging MemFSS Design.

A. The MemFSS System

Previously, in both MemFS [5] and MemEFS [6] all system
nodes had a dual role: running tasks and storing data. Also, all
nodes received an equal share of both the computation and the
data. However, in a memory-scavenging scenario this setup is
unfeasible: we want to use only a small share of memory and
bandwidth from the scavenged nodes such that their tenant
applications are not disrupted.

Hence, in MemFSS we impose a node hierarchy. First, the
user reserves a set of own nodes through the cluster reservation
system. Since these nodes fully belong to the user, they will
both run tasks and store data. Second, MemFSS makes use
of victim or scavenged nodes. These nodes are only used to
augment the storage space of the own nodes and do not run
tasks. Figure 1 depicts the overall design of MemFSS.

We propose two mechanisms for selecting the victim nodes,
both requiring minor modifications to the cluster reservation
system. First, the cluster users could, on a voluntary basis,
register their nodes to a secondary queue along with the
amount of memory that could be accessed by MemFSS.
Second, the cluster administrator could enforce all used nodes
to be registered to a secondary queue, and cap the amount
of scavenged memory MemFSS may use (e.g. 10GB). Then,
whenever the tenant applications would need more memory,
a monitoring process would send a signal to MemFSS to free
its memory and remove itself from that node.

B. Hashing

The key problem behind MemFSS’ data placement is to
find a hashing scheme that accommodates sets of nodes with
different capacities. Intuitively, we need to control the amount
of data (and, hence, of network traffic) that is distributed
across the victim nodes such that the tenant applications are not
severely affected. We achieve this by implementing a modified
Highest Random Weight (HRW) [22] hashing protocol.

The original version of the HRW protocol works as follows.
Given a set of servers S = {S1, S2, ..., Sn} and a hash function
H(s, k), the placement of key K is decided by computing all
the H(Si,K) values and choosing the server which yields the
largest hash value. This hashing scheme achieves the same
minimal disruption properties as consistent hashing [21]. This
means that whenever a server is added or removed, if there
are M keys mapped to N servers, only O(M/N) keys need
to be remapped. The decision mechanism yields an O(n)
computational complexity.

Based on the HRW protocol, we design a hashing scheme
that allows us to control the amount of data that is sent to dif-
ferent subsets of nodes. In our case, the cluster nodes are split
into two classes - own and victim nodes. Therefore, we apply
the hashing scheme to classes of nodes, reducing the computa-
tional complexity of the decision mechanism. However, as the
HRW algorithm achieves uniform data placement, we modify
the HRW hash function such that it takes into account class
weights. Thus, whenever a key is hashed, we compute two
values H(Cown,Wown, key) and H(Cvictim,Wvictim, key).
Whichever class yields the highest value will store the key.
In our implementation, we keep the hash function reported
in [22] from which we subtract a weight. Using weights allows
us to control the amount of data that is sent to the victim
nodes: larger weights for the victim class generate lower loads,
while smaller weights yield higher loads. This scheme can be
generalized to an arbitrary number of classes, allowing for
multiple types of victim classes.

Once the class to which a key belongs to is decided, we
need to choose a node from that class to store the key. This
second mapping needs to maintain a similar load across all
nodes in a class to ensure balanced and predictable network
traffic. In this phase, we use the original HRW algorithm.

Thus, we employ a two-layer hash mechanism. The former,
weight-based, decides which class of nodes will store a key.
The latter distributes the key uniformly to the nodes in the
class. Our multi-layer hashing overlay is similar to the mech-
anism presented in [23]. This is an optimization to the initial
HRW algorithm, achieving O(logN) decision time, albeit not
considering weights or skewed data distributions.

C. POSIX (FUSE) Interface

Typical scientific workflows are composed of tasks repre-
sented by legacy binaries which perform POSIX I/O opera-
tions. To support such applications, we have implemented a
lightweight FUSE [24] layer that handles I/O operations and
implements the HRW hashing protocol previously discussed.
Using the hash-based decisions, reading and writing data



operations are then forwarded to the data store. This FUSE
layer is also responsible for striping the files into smaller
pieces of data such that we achieve load balance within nodes
in the same class (own or victim). The HRW protocol is then
applied to each file stripe to decide which node will store it. In
this memory-scavenging scenario, only the own nodes mount
the FUSE file system, since only these nodes run tasks.

D. Data & Metadata Placement

MemFSS uses Redis [25] as the in-memory data store. In
our setup, both own and victim nodes run redis processes.
We store both data and metadata in Redis. The former is
stored in its raw format, as generated by the application. The
latter contains file system organization information: directory
structure, file sizes, number of file stripes and the HRW
weights we used to decide the file stripe placement. Storing the
weights in the metadata is needed to support dynamic additions
of subsequent victim node classes, if necessary (e.g. to further
extend the storage space).

Data is spread across the entire storage space based on the
HRW hashing scheme. Metadata storage is restricted to the
own node class and we use a simple modulo hashing scheme
to distribute it. The reason for this design decision is threefold.
First, to support dynamic additions of victim classes we need
a simpler scheme to identify and store metadata while the
HRW weights could change. Second, we believe the own nodes
less likely to fail or run out of memory since we control all
applications running on them. Third, metadata operations are
generally latency-bound and thus, we try to keep metadata
closer to the nodes that run applications. Victim nodes could
suffer from higher latencies since they run other applications.
Even though latency might be higher in the victim nodes, we
argue this is not a problem for storing or retrieving data, as
these are mostly bandwidth-bound operations. As shown in
Section II, there is enough bandwidth available in the system.

E. Fault-Tolerance

The HRW hashing offers a simple, yet effective opportunity
to achieve fault-tolerance. When computing the second HRW
hashing stage (i.e. to decide which node from a class stores
the data), we can replicate the data on the servers that yield
the second (and third) highest value(s). A similar replication
strategy can be applied when storing metadata.

However, since we store data in main memory, replication
could be a prohibitive strategy, as memory-to-disk ratio is
still low in current systems. A more suitable approach, which
entails less redundancy, is represented by erasure coding [26].
We are currently working on implementing such an approach,
but presenting it is outside the scope of this paper.

F. Data Privacy & Isolation

Since MemFSS runs Redis servers on nodes that run ap-
plications of other users, we need to ensure isolation and
privacy for our application data. We achieve these features
using two mechanisms. First, we use the authentication feature
of Redis such that only the clients residing on the own nodes

could send requests. Second, we run the Redis processes in
the victim nodes inside Linux containers [27]. This offers a
lightweight isolation and virtualization mechanism in which
we can specify, with a fine granularity, the amount of resources
(CPU, memory, network) that could be used by our Redis
processes.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we present an in-depth evaluation of our
memory scavenging framework. First, we show the baseline,
that is the worst-case scenario overhead that MemFSS incurs
in the victim nodes when various amounts of data are stored
in the own nodes. Second, we show the overhead incurred
by MemFSS scavenging memory from victim nodes running
as tenant applications real-world high-performance computing
and big data benchmarks. Finally, we analyze the reduction
in system resource consumption delivered by our proposed
mechanism.

A. Experimental Setup

The platform on which we executed the experiments is
our local DAS-5 [28] cluster. DAS-5 consists of 68 nodes,
each equipped with dual 8-core Intel E5-2630v3 (two hyper-
threads per core) CPUs and 64GB memory. The nodes are
interconnected by two networks: an 1Gbps Ethernet, and an
54 Gbps FDR InfiniBand (approx. 3GB/s for IPoIB). For all
our experiments we have used the latter. Our experiments were
run on 40 compute nodes that were split as follows: 8 own
nodes running scientific workflows on top of MemFSS, and
32 victim nodes running tenant applications. During runtime,
the 8 MemFSS nodes were scavenging for memory in the 32
victim nodes.

1) MemFSS Workloads: The workloads we used for
MemFSS are the following:

• (i) a bag of 2048 dd tasks, that each write 128MB;
• (ii) the Montage [9] workflow;
• (iii) the BLAST [29] workflow.

We consider these three workloads representative for a wide
range of scientific workloads. First, the dd tasks are an I/O
bound micro-benchmark, generating the largest load onto the
victim nodes. This shows the upper bound of how much
overhead could be induced by memory scavenging. Second,
the Montage and BLAST workloads are real-world applications
that show the expected behavior of the system when doing
memory scavenging.

The stages of Montage are a combination of CPU- and
I/O-bound tasks. Although BLAST tasks are mostly CPU-
bound, they also show moderate memory and I/O utilization. In
terms of runtime, Montage tasks are short (order of seconds),
while BLAST tasks are longer (tens of seconds to minutes).
Regarding data size, Montage generates small files (1-4MB).
BLAST deals with much larger files (hundreds of MB).

2) Tenant Workloads: The workloads representing tenant
applications (thus running on the victim nodes) are well-
known real-world high-performance computing and big data
benchmarks:



• (i) HPCC [30] - composed of several MPI [31] appli-
cations that assess several performance aspects of com-
puting systems: CPU speed, memory bandwidth, network
bandwidth and latency;

• (ii) HiBench [32] - composed of several data processing
applications with different characteristics.

These benchmarks and their respective stages (e.g. map, shuf-
fle, reduce) are either CPU-, network-, or I/O-bound. We run
the HiBench suite on both Hadoop [33] and Spark [34] data
processing frameworks.

We measure the upper bound on the performance degra-
dation induced by MemFSS by both tuning the benchmark
suites for maximum performance and using large input sizes.
Both benchmark suites were configured to use all available
cores (and hyperthreads). For HPCC we used an input size
that generated a load of at most 48GB memory per node,
such that MemFSS could scavenge at most 10GB per victim
node. For HiBench, we used the big data input size for both
Hadoop and Spark, while scavenging at most 10GB memory
per victim node. In the Spark use case, we have allocated only
48GB memory per node for the Spark workers.

B. Scavenging Overhead Baseline

Figure 2 shows the baseline for running MemFSS on a set
of n = 8 own nodes and m = 32 victim nodes. The victim
nodes are only running the data store components, without
any tenant application. This experiment shows the overhead
incurred by MemFSS on the victim nodes. We ran 5 scenarios:
α ∈ {0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%} of the data residing on the
own nodes, while the rest was evenly spread among the victim
nodes. Each experiment consists of a bag of 2048 dd tasks,
each writing 128MB data. This sums up to 256GB.

Figures 2a - 2e show the CPU and network utilization in
both own and victim nodes while the percentage of data stored
in own nodes increases. As expected, we notice that both CPU
and network bandwidth load decrease for the victim nodes
when the amount of data stored in the own nodes increases.
However, we notice that the CPU load of the victim nodes is
never higher than 5%, while the network bandwidth utilized
is always lower than 500MB/s (16%). This is an important
result, since it shows that the memory scavenging mechanism
of MemFSS only consumes a small fraction of the victim
nodes’ resources.

Figure 2f summarizes these 5 scenarios. We notice that the
best performing scenario is that where 25% of the data reside
on the own nodes. The intuition is that in each scenario,
nodes belonging to the same subset (i.e. own, victim) hold
(approximately) the same amount of data. In the particular case
of the 25%, the ratio between data stored on an own node and
a victim node α×m

(1−α)×n is closest to 1 among the considered
cases. This means the 25% case outperforms the other setups
in terms of load balancing. As previously shown [5], load-
balance for in-memory storage systems when running MTC
applications is key for performance.

C. Real-World Application Slowdown

We now assess the overhead incurred by memory scav-
enging on real-world applications. Figure 3 shows the slow-
down induced by MemFSS scavenging memory from the
HPCC benchmark suite. Figure 3a shows the slowdown when
MemFSS stores 25% of the data on its own nodes, while
Figure 3b for the 50% case. We use only these two volumes
of data because they achieve a good performance (Figure 2f)
and they allow the user to achieve the largest storage space
(data resides on both own and victim nodes). As HPCC reports
many performance measurements, for brevity, we only plot the
categories suggested on the HPCC website 1. We measured
the HPCC slowdown induced by running all the MemFSS
applications: Montage, BLAST, and dd.

Our results show that most of the individual benchmarks
are slowed down by less than 10%. In the 25% case (Fig-
ure 3a), only the STREAM (benchmark measuring memory
bandwidth) and the latency benchmarks are slowed down by
11-12%. It is expected that these two benchmarks are slowed
down more than the others since we compete with HPCC for
memory (and memory bandwidth) and network. However, in
the 50% case (Figure 3b), most of the numbers are lower
than in the 25% case. This is expected behavior since sending
less data to the victim nodes incurs less overhead. The only
outlier in the 50% case is the FFT benchmark when running dd
(slowdown of 13%). A more in-depth analysis for this behavior
is outside the scope of this paper.

It is interesting to notice that for most benchmarks, Montage
gives the smallest slowdown. This is expected since Montage
has long-running sequential (data aggregation/partitioning)
stages that do not read or write much data. Comparing BLAST
and dd, one would expect that dd incurs the highest slowdown
since it is an I/O intensive application. However, this is not
the case for scavenging memory from HPCC. This behavior
is explained by the fact that BLAST makes many short I/O
requests, as opposed to dd, which makes larger I/O requests.
These many small requests induce higher latencies into the
nodes running HPCC. As the HPCC benchmarks are MPI
high-performance computing applications, it is likely that they
are latency-sensitive.

Figure 4 shows the slowdown induced by scavenging mem-
ory from the victim nodes while they run the HiBench suite on
top of Hadoop. For brevity, we have selected from the HiBench
suite 6 representative benchmarks: KMeans is mostly CPU-
intensive, but also has a high I/O utilization; PageRank is CPU-
bound, but has a highly variable CPU utilization; WordCount
is CPU-bound, but also has a high memory usage; TeraSort
is CPU-intensive in the map-phase, it utilizes a large amount
of memory and it also exhibits a large network traffic in the
shuffle phase; The DFSIO-read and DFSIO-write benchmarks
are I/O intensive, but also generate a large amount of network
traffic.

Figures 4a and 4b show the slowdown induced by memory
scavenging when MemFSS stores 25% of the data on the own

1http://icl.cs.utk.edu/hpcc/hpcc results kiviat.cgi
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Fig. 2. Average CPU, bandwidth utilization and runtime comparison when different amounts of data are kept in own nodes and the rest in victim nodes. We
have used 8 own nodes and 32 victim nodes.

nodes, and, respectively 50% of data. As expected, for most
benchmarks, the overhead incurred by memory scavenging is
lower than 10%. However, in the 25% case, for the TeraSort
benchmark, both BLAST and dd induce a higher overhead:
16% and 26%, respectively. This is because TeraSort utilizes
a large amount of memory and generates a very large network

traffic during the shuffle phase. Thus, MemFSS’ scavenging
competes with TeraSort for both memory and network. In the
50% case, the slowdown is much smaller: 8% for BLAST and
15% for dd. Another benchmark that is slowed down more
than 10% is the DFSIO-read benchmark. When Hadoop reads
data from HDFS [35], the data is cached on the node’s page
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(a) MemFSS own nodes store 25% of the data.
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(b) MemFSS own nodes store 50% of the data.

Fig. 3. HPCC slowdown induced by memory scavenging.
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(a) MemFSS own nodes store 25% of the data.
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(b) MemFSS own nodes store 50% of the data.

Fig. 4. HiBench Hadoop slowdown induced by memory scavenging.

cache. Therefore, we are competing with the page cache for
memory. This behavior induces a slowdown for the DFSIO-
Read benchmark. It is also important to notice that for most
benchmarks, the slowdown is lower in the 50% case because
storing less data in the victim nodes induces less overhead.

Figure 5 shows the slowdown induced by MemFSS’ scav-
enging mechanism when Spark runs the HiBench suite (from
which we excluded the DFSIO benchmarks, as they are not yet
implemented for Spark). Because Spark is also an in-memory
data processing platform, for this experiment, we stored only
50% of the data in the victim nodes. Storing more data into the
victim nodes is not feasible as it would decrease the memory
space available for Spark.

We notice that for most of the benchmarks, the slowdown
is much larger than for Hadoop HiBench or HPCC. This is
expected, since Spark is itself relying on memory to improve
performance. As such, we compete with Spark not only for
network, but also for memory in both capacity and bandwidth.
Because of this, we also slow down the JVM garbage collector.

To give an overview of our experiments, in Figure 6, we
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Fig. 5. HiBench Spark - slowdown induced by memory scavenging when
MemFSS own nodes store 50% of the data.

show the average slowdown given by memory scavenging for
all the workloads. The results show that for both HPCC and
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Fig. 6. Average Slowdown induced by memory scavenging.

Hadoop HiBench, in both the 25% and 50% cases, the average
slowdown is below 10%. The only outlier is the Spark case,
which employs an average slowdown of 18%.

D. Resource Consumption Reduction

In the previous sections we have shown the implications
of memory scavenging for the victim applications. In contrast,
here we analyze how memory scavenging reduces the resource
consumption for the scientific workflows tehmselves. Table II
shows a typical scenario: to run a large instance of Montage,
a user needs to deploy 20 nodes such that all data fits into
memory (total data size is approximately 1TB). This leads to
a running time of 4521 seconds. When doing memory scaveng-
ing, Montage can run on MemFSS which uses n ∈ {4, 8, 16}
own nodes, while increasing the storage space by scavenging
memory from m = 40−n victim nodes. In our test cases, the
total running time is only 4%-31% higher due to the limited
parallelism of Montage. However, its resource consumption
is reduced by 17%-74%. Figure 7 summarizes these results.
Here, we plot the normalized runtime and resource consump-
tion, compared to the static run with 20 nodes. As expected,
the more own nodes we use, the lesser resources we save.
Moreover, as the number of own nodes increases, the runtime
is closer to the static run, as there are more worker nodes to
run application tasks.

TABLE II
RESOURCE UTILIZATION IMPROVEMENT

Application No. of Nodes Runtime (s) Node-hours
Montage
(standalone) 20 4521 25.11

Montage
(standalone) < 20

Unable to run,
data does not fit N/A

Montage
(scavenging) 4 (+ scavenging) 5932 6.59

Montage
(scavenging) 8 (+ scavenging) 5213 11.58

Montage
(scavenging) 16 (+ scavenging) 4711 20.93
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Fig. 7. Normalized execution time and normalized resource utilization when
doing memory scavenging in various own-nodes - victim-nodes setups.

E. Summary

When evaluating MemFSS we have used microbenchmarks
to assess the resource load induced in the victim nodes by
our scavenging approach. The results show that the load is
proportional with the amount of data sent to the victim nodes.
The CPU load of the scavenged nodes is never higher than 5%,
while the network bandwidth load is never higher than 16%.
These results are confirmed when on the victim nodes we
run real-world benchmark suites (HPCC, HiBench). For both
cases, the average slowdown for the victim application is less
than 10%. The only case when the induced slowdown is higher
(18%) is when the scavenged application is Spark. However,
this is an expected behavior since Spark is an in-memory
data processing framework. These results show that memory
scavenging is feasible even when the victim applications are
well established, highly tuned for performance benchmark
suites. Furthermore, when considering scientific workflows,
MemFSS largely reduces compute resource consumption. This
is an important result as the reduced resource consumption
leads to overall energy savings and shorter queueing times in
clusters.

V. RELATED WORK

A. Cycle Scavenging - Volunteer Computing

Scavenging for resources has been traditionally driven
by the CPU cycles requirements of large-scale applications.
As idle CPU cycles are used for large-scale computations,
several design choices have to be considered: access poli-
cies, resource scheduling, job priority, participation incen-
tives. Since Condor [36], many cycle scavenging platforms,
such as BOINC [37], SETI @ home [38], Entropia [39] or
Koala [40], have been implemented to cater for various design
requirements. However, they considered the CPU cycles and
memory required by a scavenging job as a single scavenged
resource, since the contemporary network performance would
have prohibited a finer separation.



B. Remote Memory Usage

Using remote memory swapping to prevent local swapping
to disk is a strategy explored in several studies [41], [42].
In contrast to MemFSS, these solutions assume cluster-wide
reservations and focus only on harnessing the entire memory
capacity of such reservations. In contrast, MemFSS focuses
on optimizing the utilization of all available resources in a
cluster.

Muhleisen et al. [43] introduced a solution leveraging the
remote memory and high-speed interconnects of a cluster to
improve the performance of main-memory databases. This
solution is similar to MemFSS in that it stores intermediary
data (the databases’ working directory) in a file system built
using the remote memory of the nodes registered as Providers.
It also does not require any changes to the OS, nor does it
need special hardware. However, MemFSS differs significantly
in that it targets both improving application performance and
optimizing system-wide resource utilization.

In terms of cluster resource disaggregation, Hou et al.
introduced the design of a hardware-level solution [44]. As
a software-level solution, MemFSS adapts to various environ-
ments without incurring significant overhead.

C. Weighted Hashing

The idea of using two hash functions to accommo-
date servers with different capacities is common to several
projects [45], [46], [47]. The first hash function maps the nodes
to a continuous interval [0, 1), while the second determines
the location of the keys by mapping them in the same interval.
Brinkmann et al. introduce two adaptive hashing strategies [45]
to redistribute keys among nodes when either the capacities of
the nodes, the number of nodes or the number of keys change.
Each node manages multiple virtual bins, and each virtual
bin handles one sub-interval with a length proportional to its
capacity and a stretch factor. Schindelhauer et al. improves
the load balancing in heterogeneous DHTs by choosing nodes
for keys based on weights [46]. Each node is assigned a
positive weight and keys are distributed to it with a probability
proportional to the node’s weight and inversely proportional
to the sum of all node weights. Previously, in MemEFS [6],
we adapted Y0’s algorithm [47] to provide elasticity and cope
with node heterogeneity.

For MemFSS we choose a simpler, yet effective weighted
hashing scheme: the HRW [22] protocol. The motivation for
choosing this algorithm is twofold. First, in the aforementioned
consistent hashing schemes, when new nodes are added, data
must be moved during runtime; otherwise, the hash would give
incorrect locations when performing look-ups. With HRW,
data does not need to be moved. If a piece of data is not found,
the data could still be found by checking the following servers
in the hash list. In this way, we can employ a lazy movement of
data: once a key is found on a server that yields a lower hash
value, it can be moved to the right server. In this way, there is
no need to stop the computation such that the data placement
is correct. Second, for practical reasons, in our system virtual
bins would be implemented as redis processes. Using multiple

redis processes per node means adding significant memory and
CPU overhead. HRW allows us to use only one redis process
per node, minimizing the data store overhead.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Compute clusters are the de-facto platform for running
scientific or business-oriented workloads, each with their own
characteristic resource requirements. Therefore, clusters are
built following a one-size-fits-all design, leading to under-
utilized components. Many studies point out that, generally, in
clusters, there are two types of resources that are under-utilized
- memory and network (bandwidth). In our previous work, we
have developed an in-memory runtime distributed file system
for scientific workflows. In such a system, the key resources
for performance are memory and network. Complementary to
typical cluster workloads, when running scientific workflows,
CPUs are under-utilized due to the intrinsic application struc-
ture, which limits scalability: large parallel stages are followed
by (long-running) data aggregation or partitioning stages.

In this paper, we presented the design and implementation of
MemFSS, an in-memory distributed file system which extends
its storage space with cluster resources disaggregated through
memory scavenging. MemFSS uses a smaller set of own nodes
than that required by an application’s data footprint. Our
evaluation, using real-world scientific workflows, and state-of-
the-art high-performance computing and big data benchmarks
as tenant applications, shows that memory disaggregation is
both feasible and beneficial. First, most tenant applications
exhibit slowdowns below 10%. Even in the worst-case sce-
nario, i.e. the memory-hungry Spark processing framework,
the slowdown is below 20%. Second, MemFSS improves
compute resource consumption by wide margins.

Encouraged by these results, we envision a larger area of
applicability for (memory) disaggregation techniques. In both
public and private infrastructure, the large amount of unused
memory could be collected in datacenter-wide pools of fast
storage. In clouds, disaggregated memory could be presented
to users in the form of network-attached fast storage, or could
be used as cache for virtual machine management operations.
As future work, we will continue exploring the applicability
of memory disaggregation to improve the performance and
resource utilization at both application- and system-level.
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